Image Sensor Noise Parameter Estimation by Variance Stabilization and Normality Assessment.
High-quality image denoising requires taking into account the dependence of the noise distribution on the original image. The parameters of this dependence are often unknown and we propose a new method to estimate them here. Using an optimization procedure, we find a variance-stabilizing transformation, which transforms the input image into an image with signal-independent noise. Principal component analysis of blocks of the transformed image allows estimation of the variance of the signal-independent noise so that the parameters of the original noise model can be computed. The image blocks for processing are selected in such a way that they have low stochastic texture strength but preserve the noise distribution. The algorithm does not require the original image to have homogeneous areas and can accurately process images with regular textures. It has high computational efficiency and smaller maximum estimation error compared with the state of the art. Our experiments have also shown that denoising with the noise parameters estimated by this method leads to the same results as denoising with the true noise parameters.